
Implementing a digital twin throughout the

life of a project, even from the early stages

of design, accelerates operational

readiness and enables long-term operating

effectiveness and efficiency. Here are the

key benefits of utilizing digital twin:  

Building-in value for operational readiness
Managing a building is no small task. Building systems grow more complex, technologically

advanced and interconnected every day. We take away the unknown and increase your team's

effectiveness by integrating customized IT solutions throughout the life cycle of the project, with

facility management at the forefront.

Transparent Data Management

DIGITAL TWIN

We identify the desired operational needs and

goals of our clients and gather the appropriate

data to begin the creation of the digital twin

during the design process. 

Design 

We coordinate with the construction team to

collect and validate the necessary data needed

to construct a digital twin for operations.

Construction

We implement digital twins of new and

existing buildings for operations teams. With

the information from a digital twin, operators

can extend equipment life, maximize staff

productivity, reduce unnecessary maintenance

expenses, prepare for the next phase of their

building, and more. 
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About Us

Established in 2003, Nally Ventures is an entrepreneurial company founded by Mike Nally, a real estate

developer and proven leadership coach. We are a results-oriented business committed to providing

solutions in order to take organizations and projects to the next level. We provide an array of services that

transform executives into world-class leaders, produce a new generation of highly effective managers and

team members, and navigate the maze of real estate development. At Nally Ventures, we take tremendous

pride in being a team our clients can trust, respect and rely on to foster new growth for their businesses.

NallyVentures.com   |   Info@nallyventures.com   |   302.581.9243

Where can we add value to your next project? Contact us
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Why Digital Twin?

With 30 years of experience, we blend our real estate knowledge with our leadership excellence and

advanced process and technology to deliver solutions that exceed client's expectations. Our digital

twin solution uses the latest AEC software to help you streamline, coordinate and improve operations

and maintenance—whether you have one facility or many. Our process includes: 

of building costs are incurred

during its operation.

The proportion of data that

goes unused in engineering

and construction.

Run to fail or repair costs

between 3 and 10 x as much as

a good maintenance program.
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